
Our new Revolution fiber uses a state of the art process 
that closely replicates the look and feel of natural sod.

The introduction of this blade elevates EasyTurf 
products to an authenticity level never before achieved.

The supple softness of the fibers is made possible by 11 
exterior and seven interior ridges crossing the width of 
the blade allowing the fibers to flex, twist, and rebound 
like natural grass blades.

A New Level of Authenticity:

 State-of-the-art polymer formula creates realistic  
         fiber movement

 Proprietary, precision manufacturing produces the  
         softest texture available

 New matte finish increases color brilliance while     
         reducing shine

 100% permeable backing with built-in weed barrier
 11 exterior and seven interior ridges combine for  

        maximum resilience
 No Fading! Industry leading ultraviolet inhibitor       

         technology

Before revolution fiber technology, synthetic grass 
products were accompanied by a subtle shine not 
present in natural lawns. Now, with Revolution’s natural, 
matte finish the true field and olive green colors pop, 
uninhibited by sheen, in a near perfect match to a 

natural sod lawn.

See options and specifications on back. 
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               Revolution Fiber: 
               The new age of artificial turf is here. The latest innovation in a long line of firsts by EasyTurf.                 

                       Complete with the only 100% permeable backing, this supple, soft proprietary yarn polymer  

                       formulation includes industry leading ultraviolet inhibitor technology and increases resiliency while  

                       reducing shine to produce the authentic look and feel of a beautifully manicured lawn.

MaxxFlow Backing:
This proprietary backing, exclusive to EasyTurf, provides a built in weed barrier with unmatched  
drainage capacity. Liquids easily flow through EasyTurf’s integrated MaxxFlow backing for quick,  
thorough and clean drainage.

 Drains faster and cleaner than real grass                               
 100% drainage with zero absorption
  100% permeable backing that eliminates the  
need for deodorizers and ammonia absorbing additives

 Increased play time with no dirt, mud and grass cuttings tracked indoors.

FieldTurf is made from partly recycled materials.

Revolution Fiber  |  Products

Product Color Thatch Total Weight Pile Height

Olive Lush  (GF-LIT-R-O) Field Green/Olive Green Yes 94  oz /yd2 1.625”

Nutmeg Lush  (GF-LIT-R-ON) Field Green/Olive Green  Yes 94  oz /yd2 1.625”

VersaLush  (GF-FRG-R) Field Green/Olive Green Yes 77  oz /yd2 1.00”

Tour Fringe (GF-FRG-R) Field Green/Olive Green Yes 77  oz /yd2 1.00”

Select  Blend 2 Color (GF-APT-2C) Field Green/Olive Green No 66  oz /yd2 1.75”
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